Note for users of this draft letter: Please send via your MP both to inform her/him about your concerns and to ensure that it receives a response from the Minister.

To the Minister for Business Innovation and Skills 

Your address
Date
Dear Mr. Cable,
Changes in policies of the Department of Business Innovation and Skills in relation to aspects of The International Energy Agency’s World Energy Outlook 2011.
As welI as writing on my own behalf, I write on behalf of another constituent of Filton and Bradley Stoke, Dr. Diana Warner.
We are deeply concerned by two statements in the Executive Summary of the WEO 2011. The first refers to the current policies in place by world governments with regard to limiting average global temperatures to 2 degrees Centigrade – i.e. the average temperature increase which governments agreed at Kyoto to stay below. The report states that with these current policies ‘we are ... on …. track for a temperature increase of 6 degrees Centigrade or more.’ And that with new policies already agreed but still to be implemented by governments, ‘the world is on a trajectory that results in a level of emissions consistent with a long-term average temperature increase of more than 3.5 degrees Centigrade.’
The second statement is that ‘Four-fifths of the total energy-related CO2 emissions permissible by 2035 (i.e. the emissions which may keep the temperature increase to 2 degrees Centigrade), are already ‘locked-in’ by our existing capital stock (power plants, buildings, factories etc. ‘. The report goes on to say that if stringent action is not taken by 2017, the new plant then in place will be such that its CO2 emissions will leave ‘no room for additional power plants, factories and other infrastructure unless they are zero-carbon’.  
The seriousness and urgency of these temperature scenarios for our descendents and other life-forms cannot be overestimated. We write to you especially about the link between coal extraction and its use in power plants. If all of the international plans for mines and coal-fired power plants for the next five years actually results in their use, then limiting the temperature increase to 2 degrees C will be impossible.
The development of this infrastructure is dependent upon investment by banks. In effect, if banks provide money for these projects, they will wreck attempts to limit temperature increase to 2 degrees C.  UK banks are amongst the world’s major investors in this area. E.g. a report entitled ‘Bankrolling Climate Change’ published on 30th November 2011 by four major NGOs ranks Barclays as 5th, RBS as 7th and HBOS as 20th   in the size of their investments. The report calls on banks:
‘To end support for new coal extraction and delivery projects….. Today’s investments are tomorrow’s emissions.’
‘To assess, calculate and report on greenhouse gas emissions associated with their loans, investments and other financial services. The methodology for this already exists. The second step is for banks to establish sufficiently ambitious portfolios and business unit emissions reduction targets.’
‘To become responsible climate actors and to quit coal …..and set and implement ambitious CO2 emissions goals for their financial operations.’ 

The Department of Business and Innovation and Skills website states that ‘All our policies aim to drive balanced and sustainable growth’. The temperature scenarios currently predicted by the WEO report are, in the absence of urgent national and international action well before 2017, beyond any concept of sustainability which is considered reasonably safe for human life. We therefore ask if you will respond to the following questions:
Are the findings of the WEO 2011 report with regard to the urgency of limiting planned coal extraction and use, being reflected in new BIS policies?
What new BIS policies are being developed in relation to national and international investments by UK banks in this sector?.  
With regard to RBS, where the UK Government is the major shareholder, what is the Government doing to ensure that the bank is taking action radically to reduce the risks stated by the WEO? And also to ensure that RBS is moving rapidly towards implementation of the policies which ‘Bankrolling Climate Change’ is calling for? 


Yours sincerely



